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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK
Resting on past laurels is not in the Root’s vocabulary, and we march into the New Year with a myriad of events and projects before us. The completion of the loop track has freed up some time to focus on
the completion of much needed projects; re-plumbing the Raymond FF400 Pile Driver, the California Western (CWR) Baldwin #53 project which is headed by Bruce Evans, and the move of the Pacific Lumber tank
car from Scotia to Willits, headed by Chris Roediger. By the time you receive this Newsletter, the Roots
2008 event calendar will be well under way with the Redwood Logging conference in Ukiah and preparation for the Steam engineering and Safety Class in early April.
While the rest of the group looks forward to the coming year, I wanted to allow our geographically
diverse membership to indulge in the past, specifically the 2007 Christmas Train event at the engine house.
Whether it was the weather, more effective publicity, or the very visible completion of the loop track, we
were mobbed! The Northwestern Pacific Railroad centennial display in the wing of the RERHP building
with its operating wig-wag signal was professionally done and drew the raves if visitors.
Chris Roediger and Vi Hinerman at the Hinerman Christmas Tree Ranch in Willits.

Bobbie Yokum photo

Bob and Vi Hinerman allowed us to raid their Christmas Tree farm and cut three slightly smaller
trees which brought the magical train ornaments down closer to young eyes. Bobbie Yokum and her volunteers kept hot chocolate and cookies in front of a continuous throng of young folk that worked at an array of craft projects.
And then there was the train, Mason County Logging #7, decked out with its wreath, steam billowing in the frosty December morning. When she pulled up to the platform, a line of parents and excited
children stretched to Commercial Street waiting to greet Santa in the coal-warmed confines of Caboose
13. Somehow Santa was able to greet everyone on board and present them with a small gift before the
train completed the loop and the cycle repeated itself with a new group. When we were done for the day,
the line still stretched nearly to Commercial Street, telling me one of 2008’s projects is creating more passenger space on the train. My hat goes off to Trainmaster Mike Meyer and his skilled train crew foe making it all look so effortless.
As President, I was able to survey the scene from the seat of the Long Bell speeder hauling the
overflow crowd that was more interested in seeing the rails than greeting Santa. It was a wonderful day for
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Roots, and one that enriched the lives of both the attendees and the Roots volunteers.
Lets have a safe and productive 2008.
Chris Baldo, President

Above - Duncan Neff entertains the crowd. Three trees are covered with train ornaments, and a model train circles Duncan’s feet.

Bobbie Yokum photo
Left - a 20-degree morning and billowing steam as Mason County
Logging #7 prepares for duty.

Chris Baldo photo

The crowd awaits
as#7 eases up to the
loading platform.
Another load of
happy children and
parents will meet
Santa and enjoy a
ride around the
loop.

Chris Baldo photo
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Santa and his helper aboard Caboose
313 determining
who has been
naughty or nice.

Bobbie Yokum photo

The Long Bell Speeder was pressed into action to handle the overflow crowds for the Santa event.

Chris Baldo photo
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JOE BRUNDAGE, ONLY IN AMERICA
By Thereon Brown and Chris Baldo
When one embarks upon the research for an article such as this, one can never predict where the
trail will lead. There is the apparent and familiar logging or timber connection, which prompted the writing
of the story. Behind the scenes, there is a family that provides the strength to continue against the odds. But
seldom do we discover a trans-continental journey that starts with the evolution of steam power in America,
survives the Great Depression and Dust Bowl in Oklahoma, witnesses the development of three decades of
post-war timber industry in Mendocino County and all of northern California, and influences the history
and development of mainline railroads in America. Here is the story of Joe Brundage, Only in America.
Joseph Darrell Brundage was born on August 22, 1909, at Lake City, Michigan, into a world of
steam whistles, the long flapping belts of threshing machines coupled to traction engines, and the whine of
saw blades biting into logs. Joe was one of six children born to Arvilla Stiver and Moses Brundage; older
sister Eunice, who died at 10 months, older brother Otis, and younger sisters Opal, Fredis and Lavera. Both
Joe’s mother’s family, the Stivers, and the Brundages had been engaged in the contract grain threshing
business and sawmill business for decades. The migrant threshing crews would start harvesting at the
Joe’s older brother Otis mans the
water pump replenishing the
boiler water for
the traction engine operated by
his father, Moses
Brundage.

Marilyn Brundage
Cooley photo

The Brundage crew
threshing
in North
Dakota.

Marilyn
Brundage
Cooley photo
southern reaches of the grain belt near Enid, Oklahoma, and follow the ripening grain north through the
Dakotas into Canada. Sawmilling proved to be a convenient way to keep the steam equipment productive
during the winter months. Joe grew up in Elkhart County, Indiana, near the town of New Paris. When Joe
was in his teens, the family moved to Wirt, Oklahoma where Moses worked in the oil fields. Moses
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moved around on a variety of oil leases, including the Sinclair Oil Lease. During the summer months
when school was out, Joe and his older brother Otis would find work, either at their uncle Abe’s farm
back in Indiana, or by hopping a freight train and traveling down to Texas to work in the oil fields. Joe
graduated from high school in Wilson, Oklahoma in 1928.

When the steam equipment was not busy threshing, the Brundage family operated a number of small
sawmills, this one in northern Indiana, circa early 1900s.
Marilyn Brundage Cooley photo
R– Most rural
counties in the
grain belt in
the US enacted
weight restrictions on
their bridges
for just this
reason. Here a
BrundageStiver engine
Marilyn Brundage Cooley photos
exceeded limAbove - The Brundage Brothers operated a Ford dealership in New Paris, Indiana. When taking the old farmers out to test drive a Model-T, the farmer would instinctively pull back on the steering to try to stop.
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Joe often traveled back to New Paris, Indiana to work
on Uncle Abe’s ranch.

Otis, Joe, Fredis, Opal and LaVera help their dad,
Moses, repair the rear end of a Model-T Ford on the
Oklahoma oil leases.

Steve Brundage photo

Marilyn Brundage Cooley photo
Knowing that Joe had a wild bent to him, Moses promised to buy Joe a motorcycle if he went to
business school for a year. When Joe graduated from Business School in 1929, the country was in the beginning of the Great Depression and work prospects were grim. Joe returned to Indiana to work on Uncle
Abe’s ranch until he could earn enough money to buy his first truck, a small dump truck.
Joe’s first work for the truck was on a Federal WPA project constructing Lake Murray, outside of
Ardmore, Oklahoma. Trying to spread the work to as many people as possible in the desperate times, the
government limited Joe to working three days per week. On July 1, 1935, Joe married his high school
sweetheart, Mary Florence “Reed, who was teaching school in Ardmore.

A shovel loads Joe Brundage’s dump truck in the
early 1930’s during the construction of Lake Murray
near Ardmore, OK.
Steve Brundage photo

Confident in his ability to make a living with a
truck, Joe Brundage married Mary Florence Reed on
July 1, 1935.
Marilyn Brundage Cooley photo

After the birth of Joe and Mary’s first son, Steve in 1936, the couple and their dump truck were
lured west to New Mexico. Joe worked on another WPA road paving job from Alamogordo to White Sands,
New Mexico and then moved wherever he could find work moving dirt. His young family lived in motor
courts throughout the state, Mary reporting that they moved thirteen times in one year. Joe decided that
hauling logs might be a more stable form of employment, and he traded in the dump truck for a two-axle
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GMC with a single log dolly. While being somewhat more stable, the accommodations on Brundage’s first
log hauling job were not outstanding. His family was forced to live in a tent for the season when he hauled
logs at Grants, New Mexico, west of Albuquerque. The GMC proved too light for the bad roads and heavy
loads, and Joe replaced the GMC with an International K-7 log truck with a self-loading trailer. His next job
was east of Alamogordo at Cloudcroft. Much of the logging was in the pine forests of the Mescalero
Apache Indian Reservation. Joe and Mary’s daughter, Marilyn was born in 1939 in Alamogordo, NM. Mary
decided the difficult life of a log hauler’s wife in New Mexico was not ideal for having babies, and she returned to her old hometown of Ardmore, OK for the birth of her second son, Mike, in 1940.
Joe Brundage and
his oldest son, Steve, hauling pine
logs in New Mexico with the GMC
truck.

Steve Brundage
photo

Cloudcroft, New
Mexico was the
Brundage home
between 1939
and 1942 when
he hauled logs off
the Mescalero
Apache Indian
Reservation.

Steve Brundage
photo

Joe Brundage’s
International K7 log truck with
the self loading
trailer descending the grade
with a fine load
of Ponderosa
pine.

Steve Brundage
photo
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In 1942, Joe and Mary were lured west again, this time by the stories of logs and timber in Oregon.
Joe had learned that poor roads in steep terrain were brutal on trucks, and it was difficult to make a living
making repairs instead of driving. The Brundages traveled to San Bernardino, California, where Joe deposited his wife and three children. He then departed for the greener pastures of Oregon, only to stop short
of the border at Mt. Shasta, CA where he found work. Joe’s family soon joined him at Mt. Shasta, and he
found himself busy hauling for several local sawmills, as well as spending a season for Fruit Growers Supply near Susanville. With the income from the hauls, Joe was able to purchase not only a second International, a larger model K-11, but also an older D-8 Caterpillar tractor. He was able to put both new machines to work, and hired a local driver, Chuck Worlick, to drive the second truck.

Above - This D-8 which was purchased at Mt. Shasta,
started Joe into the logging and road building business.
L– Joe Brundage poses with a big load on his International in New Mexico. Steve Brundage photos

Joe Brundage added a
second cornbinder to
the fleet while at Mt.
Shasta, an International K-11 at left.

Steve Brundage photo

Again greener pastures were beckoning, this time the Gateway to the Redwoods, Willits, CA. Joe
arrived in Willits in 1945 with his family, two International trucks, the D-8 Caterpillar tractor and his other
driver, Chuck Worlick. One of his first jobs was hauling logs from west of Branscomb to one of the many
sawmills in Jackson Valley. After several trips to the mill each day, the last load of logs was brought to
Willits, where a second driver, Morris Nay, would haul the load to San Francisco. These were special logs
called “float logs” and were used in the war effort. The driver would be back in the early morning so the
routine could be repeated.
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With the arrival of the post-war boom era, the lumber economy around Willits was awakening.
Brundage found work for his trucks hauling from a variety of logging operations to a variety of sawmills.
He hauled off the Caspar Williams property near Two Rock, for Russell Ells on Three Chop Ridge for
Willits Redwood Products, and past the Octagon House in Sherwood Valley on the old Northwestern Redwood property. Brundage purchased a house on the corner of Pine Street and Maple Street in Willits, and
leased a shop north of Willits, just south of the present-day Highway Patrol truck scales. Joe purchased a
used 1939 three-axle International log truck equipped with a 150 HP Cummins diesel engine to replace the
old K-7 International. The truck, affectionately named “Old Hulda,” was certainly not a powerhouse but
the diesel engine over the gasoline engines in the other Internationals. Joe kept the old D-8 tractor busy on
a variety of odd jobs with Vern Carpenter at the controls, including the earthmoving project to construct
the “Miracle Mile” for the new highway at the south end of Willits.

Above - Mary, Mike, Steve Joe and Marilyn at Brushy Mountain as Old Hulda gets loaded with a Skagit jammer.

Steve Brundage photo
Left - Joe was an avid fisherman his whole life. Here he poses in
front of the family home on Pine Street in Willits with an Eel
River Steelhead.
Marilyn Brundage Cooley photo

In 1947, Joe Brundage secured a logging contract with Joe Thompson, who operated a sawmill east
of Longvale on Outlet Creek at the 2.25 Milemarker on the Covelo Road. Thompson had purchased timber
rights on the 24,000 acre Brushy Mountain Ranch, which was owned by George Newhall. Newhall, part
owner of the San Francisco Chronicle, owned over 100,000 acres in Mendocino County, including the Bar
Z Ranch in Covelo. While the timber was excellent, accessing the timber was a difficult challenge that only
Joe Brundage was willing to accept. Joe had a reputation for building roads that maintained both moderate
grades and degrees of curvature, a new concept for logging roads in the area. The old D-8 Caterpillar tractor
was sold, replaced by an Army Surplus D-7 and an Allis Chalmers HD-14. For loading, Brundage utilized a
Skagit double-drum powered by an 85-HP flathead Ford V-8 gas engine. The loader was mounted on a log
sled with a log A-frame attached which was guyed back to a tail tree. The loader operator was A.J. Johnson.
Brundage used the K-11 International, the 1939 International and often one gyppo truck for the haul. He
later added a Mack truck to the fleet on Brushy Mountain. In the early 1950s, Brundage purchased an Allis
Chalmers HD-19, primarily to build truck road, and replaced the Skagit jammer with a Lorain L-82 shovel.
Percy Layton arrived on a motorcycle art age 18 looking for work, and began a long career working for
(continued page 13)
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The new Mack gets a load of logs at Brushy Mountain.

Steve Brundage photo

Percy Layton
skidding logs
with the new
HD-19,
equipped with
a Carco arch
on Brushy
Mountain.

Steve Brundage photo

Brundage on Brushy Mountain, soon establishing himself as the best road-building cat skinner anybody had
ever seen.
In 1948, Frank Crawford purchased the Longvale sawmill from Joe Thompson. Thompson went into
the well-water witching business east of Las Vegas, Nevada. The Longvale sawmill was Crawford’s first
California sawmill operation after leaving his sawmill in Spray, Oregon. Frank Crawford and Joe Brundage
formed a strong working relationship that would last for many years. Joe continued logging on the Brushy
Mountain Ranch during the summer season, generally working in the redwoods to the west for part of the
winter. In the early 1950s, Joe started a second logging side equipped with a Berger double drum for loading, for logging the Sherwood Valley redwood and other private timber near the Longvale mill. At the time,
each side produced about 60 M bd ft per day. In 1952, Frank Crawford purchased the old Sacramento Box
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steam sawmill at the south end of the Covelo valley. He operated the mill for a year before beginning
construction of a new sawmill at the north end of the valley. The Longvale mill and the new Covelo mill
would operate simultaneously until 1955, with the rough-green lumber being trucked from Covelo to
Longvale for re-manufacture.

Percy Layton pushes logs on the landing with the new
Allis Chalmers HD-19.
Steve Brundage photo

An unhappy Joe Brundage surveys the site where one
of his cat skinners was killed undercutting the roots of
an oak tree on a road building project on Brushy
mountain.
Steve Brundage photo

Brundage’s Old
Hulda international lays in
Outlet Creek.
The old wooden bridge on
Highway 162
collapsed under
the Willitsbound truck.
The driver survived with only
a few scrapes.

Steve Brundage
photo

In 1954, Alfred M. Baxter, owner of the Baxter Pole company, purchased the Brushy Mountain
Ranch from George Newhall, with Crawford’s timber rights terminated at the end of 1954. Baxter established a pole yard on Franklin Avenue in Willits, with the unsuitable logs being sent to Wamitch Timber
14

Joe Thompson’s sawmill east of Longvale, California, which was later purchased by Frank Crawford. Outlet
Creek runs through the center, with Highway 162 (Covelo Road) above the mill and the railroad at the bottom
of the photo.
Western Ways - Washington State Historical Society photo

Baxter Pole Company’s plant in Willits at center, with Wamitch to its left across the California Western RR
tracks. Willits Redwood Products is in the background. Franklin Ave runs vertically in photo; Blosser Lane runs
horizontally and the Blosser Lane Bridge over Broaddus Creek has not been built. Today, the Baxter Pole yard
property is primarily occupied by Willits Redwood Company.
Western Ways - Pomeroy collection
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Company, just across the California Western tracks on Blosser Lane. Wamitch had come to Willits from the
Illinois Valley of southern Oregon. Crawford closed the Longvale sawmill, consolidating operations at the
new Covelo sawmill. Timber for the Covelo mill was primarily provided by timber rights Crawford had
purchased on the 42,000 acre Bar Z Ranch, purchased from George Newhall by George Carrico, and later
sold to Bruce Codding. The two primary logging companies working in the Covelo area at this time were
owned by H.M. “Whitey” Larson, and Neepot and Jobe, with smaller gyppo operators such as Norm Wright
and Ernie Findley supplying the smaller sawmills. With the Crawford mill consuming 100,000 board feet/
shift, Crawford needed additional logging capacity. Joe Brundage became the primary logger on the Bar Z
Ranch.
Prior to moving to Covelo, Brundage had been logging part-time for Robert Jensen, who operated
the huge pulp-deck reload at Arnold, north of Willits. Jensen had been exploring some timber investment
opportunities near Lake Mountain in south-western Trinity County. With mounting financial difficulties,
Jensen offered to settle his debt with Brundage by transferring the option for the timber rights. Brundage
initially approached Frank Crawford to help fund the project, but was turned down. Brundage then approached Harold Casteel, who was building a sawmill in Ukiah, after selling his Willits operation to the Pacific Coast Company. A deal was struck, and Joe Brundage was soon loading logs in gondola cars on the
Northwestern Pacific RR at Kekawaka Creek for transfer to the Casteel sawmill in Ukiah. Beginning in
1955, Joe Brundage operated two major logging sides, one on the Bar Z Ranch for Crawford, and one at
Lake Mountain for Harold Casteel.
The Lake Mountain project was on the Dean Witter Ranch, although as time went on, Brundage,
Casteel and Crawford purchased land and timber rights on neighboring ranches. At this point, the country
north of the North Fork of the Eel River was an untapped wilderness, dotted with cattle ranches, whose
owners were more than happy to sell inedible logs to supplement the sporadic (continued page 18)

Robert Jensen’s pulp log deck at Arnold, California. Logs were shipped to the pulp plant in Antioch, California
via the Northwestern Pacific RR.
Roots of Motive Power Collection
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income from cattle operations. The 50,000 acre Dean Witter Ranch was a somewhat different story, with
the Witter investment fortunes subsidizing the ranching operations. Witter owned an elegant private rail car,
and the NWP would deliver the car along with privileged guests to Kekawaka siding, where they were
transferred to the Witter Lodge facilities for a pampered stay. Hunting rights were, and still are, one of
America’s most exclusive hunting opportunities, and an invitation from Dean Witter was a trophy in itself.
The remote Lake Mountain project had more than its share of challenges. Finding and housing a
logging crew, providi8ng supplies and parts, maintaining an organization structure, developing a road network and delivering product to market were all issues. Since the logging job was beyond a normal commute, Brundage built a logging camp on Witter’s property on Lake Mountain in Section 20, T5S, R7E. The
camp was complete with housing, cook house, electric plant, and a shop. The camp cook was Nora Murray,
whose fine vittles helped keep a crew on the job. The remote camp had more than its share of characters
who came and went, none more so than a pair of professional tag-team wrestlers, Earthquake McGoon and
Cyclone McGoon. If they weren’t busy setting chokers, the two would be practicing head locks, leg locks,
and other antics of the trade. One of the McGoon’s clever antics was to pull a hidden razor from their trunks
and cut themselves: blood would be flowing all over the ring, and the crowd was screaming for revenge.
Many of Brundage’s men were World War II veterans, such as Grant Bennett, from the 101st Airborne, and
Harley Williams, a Navy anti-aircraft gunner from the Pacific theater. These men were a special breed
where nothing was impossible. To bring in supplies and parts to the camp, Brundage constructed a 1,600 ft
landing strip near the camp which could accommodate his Piper Tripacer, the first of three airplanes hw
would own. He later replaced the Tripacer with a Piper Comanche, and later a twin-engine Piper Aztec.
One of the first
projects at Lake
Mountain was to
build a landing
strip to accommodate Brundage’s
Piper Tripacer.
The plane allowed
Joe to visit the
remote logging
site, as well as deliver fresh supplies
for the cookhouse,
and parts.

Steve Brundage
photo
Bill Yancey worked as Brundage’s pilot for many years, before Joe obtained his own pilot’s license. The
plane also enabled Brundage to attend to multiple logging sides, although he was ably represented at
Lake Mountain by his side-rod, Percy Layton. Besides the airstrip, Percy Layton had to construct a 14
mile main haul road across the Witter Ranch to the confluence of Kekawaka Creek and the Eel River,
and innumerable spur roads. At Kekawaka Creek, Brundage had to move a mountain to create an area to
deck logs and build a 15-car railroad siding connecting to the Northwestern Pacific RR. Brundage purchased a new TD-24 International tractor with an Isaacson carryall scraper for the job, which took 60
days to complete. A new Caterpillar D-8 13A with Percy Layton at the controls did most of the road
building. Four tractors skidded logs to the landing. Even with the development of necessary infra18

structure at Lake Mountain, Brundage was able to log 14 million board feet in the first year of operation.
Three Brundage trucks and two gyppo trucks did the hauling down to the railr9ad reload. The two
gyppos were Pat Waldon and Morris Nay. Two Northwest cranes arrived via the NWP RR for loading logs.
A Northwest 80D shovel with Berger-Rees automatic air tongs loaded the trucks. A second Northwest 80D

a Northwest 80D with elevated cab unloads trucks,
loads the railroad gondolas, and decks surplus logs
at Kekawaka siding for winter delivery.

The Northwest 80D at Lake Mountain equipped with
Berger-Rees air tongs loads Ben Waldron’s Kenworth.

Steve Brundage photo

Steve Brundage photo
using an Esco three point grapple and 50’ long log boom unloaded the trucks at the rail siding, decked logs,
and loaded the rail cars. The surplus log production was decked at the Kekawaka siding and loaded during
the winter months. The logs were placed in gondola cars and hauled via the NWP three times per week to
the Harold Casteel sawmill in Ukiah. In 1956, Frank Crawford purchased the Casteel sawmill in Ukiah as
well as the Casteel timber rights at Lake Mountain.

Harold Casteel sawmill in Ukiah. Line of gondola cars sits on the siding at left of photo.

Western Ways - Washington State Historical Society photo
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The remoteness of the Lake Mountain operation and an increasing workload in Covelo with logging
activity in the National Forest prompted Brundage to sell the operation to two Trinity County loggers, Larry
Brown and Fred Bowman. The two operated as B&B Logging Co., and maintained Brundage’s logging
camp at Lake Mountain. By the time Frank Crawford purchased the Alderpoint sawmill from the Munson
Brothers in 1964, the Witter Ranch timber was nearly cut out. B&B Logging continued to lease the camp
site from the Witter Ranch, and began trucking the logs to Alderpoint, instead of the Kekawaka siding. The
small logs were cut at the Alderpoint sawmill, and the larger (23”+) were shipped to the Crawford mill in
Ukiah via the NWP. Brown and Bowman eventually split up; Bowman himself continued to operate the
Lake Mountain camp and Larry Brown moved his base of operations to Alderpoint. Brundage finally sold
his Lake Mountain area land and timber interests to Frank Crawford in 1962, which included the Witter
Ranch, Martin Ranch, Clark Ranch and the Everett Ranch.
Joe Brundage’s second logging operation at Covelo enjoyed a slight improvement in support infrastructure. While at Brushy Mountain, Brundage was able to maintain his center of operation in Willits for
himself and his crew. The move to Covelo made a commute unreasonable, especially considering the condition of the Covelo Road, Highway 162, which at that time was still a gravel road and would remain so until
the mid-1960s. A mile north of Covelo on the Mina Road, Brundage purchased a piece of property and installed about a dozen pre-fabricated houses for his crew to live. This village was soon named Brundageville.
Brundage rented the old Charlie Gulcher truck shop on Main Street in Covelo, at the site of the present-day
Covelo Building Supply. With Joe’s ability to fly between distant logging jobs and home, Mary decided to
move the family home to Ukiah in 1956, and then to Redding, CA in 1959.
Joe Brundage
had to build
housing in Covelo
for his crew after
leaving Brushy
Mountain. This
to acre site north
of Covelo was
named Brundageville.

Steve Brundage
photo
By 1955, Frank Crawford’s sawmill in Covelo was getting the kinks worked out, and it became a
battle to keep an adequate supply of logs available. Initially, Brundage’s crew on the Bar Z produced
120,000 bd ft/day, six days per week. After the lumber downturn in 1957 which reduced the work week
from six to five days, the daily production gradually rose to a peak of 220,000 bd ft/day. The Covelo side
rod was Charlie Helphinstene, who had worked for Joe at Brushy Mountain. Later, Don McKay took over
the logging boss responsibilities. Most of the timber was on the Bar Z, but Brundage logged Crawford timber on the Round Valley Indian Reservation and other private parcels through Summit Valley to the Trinity
County line. One year Joe ventured to Redding, CA to log 8 million board feet for Diamond National.
Frank Crawford tried several times to purchase the Bar Z from Bruce Codding, but was unsuccessful. He
finally utilized an intermediary, Robert Monroe, to purchase the property in April, 1961, and title was transferred to Crawford a few days later. A series of Chief Foresters were in charge of the growing Crawford
timberlands around Covelo; Jim Nicholson, Bill Bishop, Don McKenzie, and Chuck Cleveland, and all
made significant contributions to the Crawford empire.
Logging on the Bar Z was all ground skidding. Most of the Brushy Mountain equipment was replaced with more modern equipment. Brundage utilized two D-8s, a 2U and a 12A model, and two D-7 3T
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models. The 13A generally pulled a set of Cargo wheels when skidding logs. In 1957, Brundage purchased a Wagner rubber-tired skidder, after seeing one used successfully by Joe Ponts at Ukiah Pine’s logging operation at Potter Valley. On the longer skids, the Caterpillar tractors would bunch the logs near a

Frank Crawford’s sawmill in Covelo. Highway 162 wraps around the left side of the sawmill.

Western Ways - Pomeroy Collection
Brundage’s homemade
elevated cab on the Lorain L-82 on the Bar Z.

Steve Brundage photo
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The Wagner
skidder on the
Bar Z.

Steve Brundage
photo

The Lorain L-82
unloads a
log dolly
on the
Bar Z
near
Covelo.

Steve
Brundage
photo

skid road for the Wagner to forward on to the landing for loading. The Wagner moved the logs to the landing much faster than a tractor, providing it didn’t break down in the process. Log loading was done with a
Lorain L-82 30-ton shovel, equipped with a 50-foot log boom. The Lorain was equipped with a crotch line
and end hooks, and had a slack thrower on the main drum. Rudy Heritza was the Lorain operator, and he
would occasionally drop the crotch line and end hooks, and attach a set of log tongs. Rudy could Throw
the log tongs 75’ uphill and 100’ downhill, and could yard in several loads of logs to a new landing before
a tractor ever arrived. In 1958, the wooden booms on the Lorain shovel were discarded, and replaced with
a 32’ Sutherlin heel boom with 14’ legs, a Sutherlin Power-Tag, a Ritz 8-60 log grapple, and a four-foot
elevated cab. The truck loading time was reduced from 45 minutes to 15 minutes for the 10’ bunk trucks
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with 3’ Hassel stakes, and down to 7-10 minutes for 8’ bunk trucks.
Log trucking was handled by three Brundage Mack trucks. Two of the Mack trucks had double
frames, and were powered by 220 Cummins diesels. They were later fitted with turbo-chargers and Jake
brakes. The third Mack was a holdover from Brushy Mountain, and was powered by a GMC 200-HP diesel.
In 1960, a new Kenworth joined the company with a 290 HP engine, and was equipped with an oil retarder
for braking. A new West Coast International was added also, but Brundage had to replace the rear-end with
a Mack rear-end, the transmission with a Mack transmission, and even the steering gear with a Mack steering gear. The International was powered by a 200 HP GM diesel. Some of the gyppo trucks that hauled regularly off the Covelo jobs were owned by Bill Schultz, and Bob and Neal Lewis.
After watching the apparent success of the Crawford sawmill operation, Joe Brundage entered the
sawmill business for himself in 1958 by purchasing a sawmill at Burnt Ranch, 10 miles east of Willow
Creek on Highway 299. Brundage operated the business, Trinity Fir Lumber Company, for three years, as
well as doing all the logging. Brundage moved the old Brushy Mountain Lorain loader to Burnt Ranch, and
purchased a new identical model for the Covelo woods. The competition for logs in the area was fierce,
with U.S. Plywood, Diamond National, Ralph L. Smith, and Paul Bunyan Lumber all fighting for the available U.S. Forest Service sales. Brundage closed the sawmill operation after three years.
Brundage’s shop at the north end of Covelo burned to the ground in 1961, along with most of the
north end of the town. Brundage built a new all-metal shop immediately east of the Crawford sawmill,
which ironically also burned to the ground. Joe rebuilt on the same site, and also built a landing strip for his
airplane. The truck boss at the shop was Stan Hart. Marilyn Brundage’s husband, Bob Cooley was the mechanic at the shop, and Frank McNeal, a contract mechanic, helped out on major projects.

After Brundage’s downtown Covelo shop burned to the ground, he built a new shop just east of the Crawford
sawmill, along with a landing strip for his twin-engine Piper Aztec.
Steve Brundage photo

Joe was a big fan of the Caterpillar D-9 tractor for building roads. In 1954, the first D-9X (X for experimental) arrives in Ukiah aboard the NWP.
Bill Stockley pho23

Joe Brundage’s road building abilities were legend, and he acquired the necessary equipment to
build road efficiently. Joe’s first road equipment consisted of a Hough bucket loader and his old International K-11, which had been converted into a dump truck. In 1957, Joe purchased his first Caterpillar D9G crawler tractor for a road project north of Summit Valley. He later added another D-9G, a pair of carryalls, a 25-ton Northwest truck crane, a D-6C and a Track-Air rock drilling machine. The D-9Gs were
equipped with either Atco or Caterpillar rippers. In 1962, Joe was the low bidder for a U.S. Forest Service road project for the Foster Ranch timber sale, and road construction became an integral part of his
business thereafter.
Joe purchased
this Kenworth
log truck to supplement his fleet
of Macks. With
true logger ingenuity, Leon Terry (L) and Jimmy Smith press
the KW into service to transport
a D-9 to the next
job.

Steve Brundage
photo

Getting the D-9 loaded
took some bravery on
the part of the cat skinner, and hauling the
tractor took some
bravery on the part of
the truck driver. Notice the sloped “ramps”
sawn into the back of
the logs.

Steve Brundage photo
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With the post-war demand for lumber products, the National Forest system began to step up its timber sales programs nationally, including parts of the Mendocino National Forest. The Howard Lake Basin
in the Covelo District of the Mendocino NF was one of the first areas chosen for development. A road construction project was initiated in 1956 to build an access road from the Eel River Work Station, at the confluence of the Black Butte River and the Middle Fork of the Eel River, to Little Baldy Ridge. The 9.5 mile
road was constructed during the summer of 1956 by Buzzwell Brothers Construction at a cost of $367,000.
The 44 million board foot Howard Lake Timber Sale was sold in 1957, and was purchased by Crawford
Lumber Company. On the Mendocino National Forest, this sale was followed by a 31 million board foot
sale to Glenco Forest Products in the Grindstone district in 1958, and a 20 million board foot sale to Ukiah
Pine in the Upper Lake District in 1959. Frank Crawford hired Joe Brundage to build the nearly 20 miles of
mainline and spur roads included in the Howard Lake sale, as well as harvest the timber. The timber harvest
was under the watchful eye of USFS Timber Sale Administrator Wayne Knoff, who later passed the reins to
Pete Bernard. The eight-mile main road extended from Little Baldy Ridge to the Beaver Creek crossing.
The timber sale took nearly five years to complete. The logs were hauled on heavy-duty 8 foot bunk long
trucks, generally stacked as high as the phone lines at the Eel River Work Station would permit. The
Joe Brundage
prepares to unload a tractor at
the eel River
crossing for a
project on the
Mendocino National Forest.

Steve Brundage
photo

Joe Brundage’s
crew installs a
multi-plate culvert on the Howard Lake timber
sale on the Mendocino National
Forest. Marion
Terry operated
the 15-ton
Northwest truck
crane, and Joe’s
old International
K-11 converted
to a dump truck
is in the shadows
at lower right.
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Pete Bernard photo

Company and gyppo trucks hauling of the Howard Lake sale hauled up to 12,000 board feet. The gyppos
included Glen Barnes, Stan Hart, Buck Scott, Dave Chismore, and Pat and Ben Waldon. When the trucks
arrived at the Work Station, they initially used the county Road to get the remaining 12 miles to Covelo.
Crawford had Brundage construct an off-highway private road from the Work Station to the Covelo
sawmill, which was in use by 1959. Percy Layton remained a critical element of Brundage’s road building
program, supervising the construction project from Little Baldy Ridge to Beaver Creek. In later years, subsequent timber sales extended the road to the boundary of the Yolla Bolly Wilderness Area at the Indian
Dick Pack Station.
The life of a logger is never easy nor fair, and in 1965, Joe Brundage was diagnosed with a rare and
normally fatal disease, Myasthenia gravis. The disease attacks the muscles and their ability to react to nerve
impulses, similar in some ways to Lou Gehrig’s Disease. Joe was able to see a specialist at the UC Medical
Center in San Francisco, and was placed on two medications that aided his condition somewhat. Joe’s condition continued to worsen, and with prospects for recovery slim, he was forced to sell out of the logging
business. Joe’s Covelo logging operation was purchased by Jack Campbell. Jack Campbell had been logging fir and pine for Frank Crawford in Lake County, and had begun to harvest redwood west of Ukiah. In
1966, Campbell subcontracted for Brundage and built the last three miles of the Indian Dick timber sale
road. The following year, Jack Campbell took over all of Brundage’s logging operation, including the shop,
the community of Brundageville, and the logging equipment. Brundage kept some of his road-building
equipment, the two D-9Gs, D-6C, etc., hoping his health would allow for a scaled down operation.
In a remarkable medical miracle, Joe’s disease went into complete remission, and his business endeavors continued for the next two decades. From his early days of working the oil fields in Oklahoma, Joe
had been fascinated with the concept of extracting wealth from the earth. He participated as a partner in
several projects in California and Nevada, most involving an acquaintance, Don Holloway. The first project
was a gold mine in Nevada City, CA named the Midnight Mine. The next untapped vein in most old gold
mines was “just around the corner.” With the price of gold capped at $35/ounce and the huge cost of keeping water from flooding the mine, the project was abandoned. The next project with Holloway was an old
quicksilver mine at Paso Robles, CA. Brundage sent most of his best crew and equipment to Paso Robles in
1967 to reopen the mine and build a retort to extract the mercury. After considerable time and money, this
operation proved uneconomical and was closed. Brundage later sent equipment to Nevada on different gold
seeking endeavors with Cark Marann, but he eventually soured on the idea of it always being Brundage
money and equipment being invested in somebody else’s hair-brained project.

The old quicksilver mine at Paso Robles, CA before
Brundage and Holloway began work on the project.

Joe Brundage (in khakis and baseball cap) and Dan
Holloway to his right at the Paso Robles quicksilver
mine.
Steve Brundage photo

Steve Brundage photo
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With his road building equipment, Brundage began to seek out road building projects. One of his
first was a small road betterment job on Fouts Spring Road out of Stoneyford where he put the D-6C to
work with his son, Steve Brundage, as the operator. After the 1964 Eel River flood, Joe had become acquainted with a Sonoma County company, Stroco Construction, which completed flood repair projects in
the area. Stroco Construction was started by Hunter Stratton and Otis Rowe, hence the name, and had divisions in Petaluma and Healdsburg. Otis Rowe later passed away, and two new partners joined the company,
Bob Clark and Ken Cunningham. Stroco and Joe Brundage decided to participate in some joint venture projects as Stroco Brundage, with Joe Brundage providing equipment and operators, as well as the financial
backing to bond to construction projects. The first Stroco-Brundage project was rebuilding part of Highway
253 between Boonville and Ukiah. The story has it that the State surveyors completed their work and had
the project all staked, ready for construction to begin. Brundage’s d-9Gs and their logger operators arrived
and began building road in earnest. The State Department of Highways inspector arrived and asked what
happened to all the stakes. Blinkey McKay, the D-9G operator, shrugged his shoulders and said they took
all the stakes down so they could build the road. Brundage’s loggers had built hundreds of miles of road
and had never seen a grade stake. Suffice it to say and without passing any judgment, the State Department
of Highways and Joe Brundage used two different systems to engineer and construct roads.
The Stroco-Brundage projects continued with a highway paving project on State Highway 162, the
Covelo Road. This job was marked by the company purchasing two of the huge, twin-engine Terex TS-14
scrapers. Another project was the BLM-USFS road building project at Inyokern, east of Bakersfield near
Lake Isabella. This project was noteworthy because Stroco-Brundage crews started building the road from
both ends, one crew from Kennedy Meadows and the other crew from Lake Isabella. When the two routes
met in fairly difficult terrain, they discovered the center lines of the roads were about 100 feet off. It took
some astute seat-of-the-pants engineering by road construction foreman Leon Terry to re-align the routes.
The final road building project was at Frenchman’s Lake near Portola. Stroco-Brundage built an access road
from Chilcoot, on Highway 70, north to the lake, which was actually a water-project reservoir. Brundage’s
logging crew was amazed at the relatively luxurious lifestyle that prevailing-wage jobs provided, with the
high hourly wages and generous per-diem. Most loggers of that era were used to getting paid poorly for
eight hours for working sixteen hours, and the only per-diem benefit was being able to warm a can of chili
on the exhaust manifold if you could stop long enough. Wally Edwards, Hubert Alexander, Leon Terry and
Steve Brundage all worked on the Inyokern job.
While Joe Brundage’s crews were busy looking for quicksilver or building roads for the StrocoBrundage joint venture, Joe and an old acquaintance from Lake Mountain days, Fred Bowman, were busy
in Susanville, Ca. Curly and Red Emmerson were seeking to expand their sawmill business which began in
Arcata, CA. Along with John Crook and Crook’s father, they purchased the old Fruit Growers Supply
sawmill at Susanville in 1965, which almost immediately burned to the ground. The four partners rebuilt
the sawmill as Eagle Lake Lumber Company and were in need of a logger with the capacity for 80 million
feet annually. Fred Bowman Emmerson and Crook that Joe and Fred could do the job and landed the logging contract. The Emmersons bought out the Crook interest in the business a few years later, and Eagle
Lake Lumber became Sierra Pacific Industries. Bowman and Brundage formed a partnership called Bee
Bee Logging Company and went to work in 1967. The pair also logged for Dale Soule’s Susanville Forest
Products. In 1969, Coin (California, Oregon, Idaho, Nevada) Lumber Company of Prineville, OR purchased
the Susanville Forest Products sawmill, and hired Bee to log 25 –30 million board feet annually. To move
the 100 million bd ft/year, Bee Bee had to move 357/400 M bd ft of logs during the logging season.
Fred Bowman had some logging equipment, but after selling his logging equipment to Jack Campbell, Joe had to purchase several new Caterpillar tractors and some Clark skidders. The company initially
utilized a contract trucker, Don Howard, from Crescent Mills, CA, to haul the logs. After a dispute with
Howard, Brundage formed a new company, Susan River Transportation, to haul the logs. Susan River operated twelve log trucks, four belly dump rock trucks, and one low bed trailer for moving equipment. The
road building projects were completed by a third company, Brundage Construction, Inc. Brundage leased a
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A Lorain loader
in big timber
makes quick
work of a Susan
River truck as
two more wait
in the hole.

Steve Brundage
photo

After initially
using contract
truckers at Susanville in 1967,
Brundage started his own
trucking business, Susan River Transportation.

Steve Brundage
photo

shop at the old Paul Bunyan sawmill site in Susanville, and purchased a double-wide mobile home which
he located at the site to serve as the company office and a home away from home. Stan hart, who accompanied Brundage from Covelo, continued to be the truck boss at the Susanville shop.
The Bowman-Brundage partnership split up in 1972. Bowman took the annual 80 million foot Eagle
Lake Lumber Company portion of the business, while Brundage took over the Coin Lumber Company portion of the business until Coin shut down in 1981. Brundage continued to log other local jobs for landowners such as Beatty and other Forest Service sales like Paul Bunyan Lumber Company in Redding, until finally getting out of the logging business altogether in 1982. At this time, Joe’s road building business was
booming, and was work which was much more lucrative than the logging business. In 1975, Brundage was
building road at Adin, CA, for Main Lumber Company in Bieber, CA, and having difficulty coming to
terms with his rock supplier, Coffee Creek Sand and Gravel of Weaverville. Joe gave up on the negotiations
and went to Oregon to purchase a jaw crusher and some other rock handling equipment, and went into the
rock business himself. Brundage added a cone crusher in 1976, and then had to scramble to find work to
pay for the equipment. The equipment was used on the Payne’s Creek USFS timber sale in 1976 which was
purchased by Coin Lumber. Other road and rock jobs were at Lookout, Likely, Stony Creek near Hamilton
City, Commander Industries at Elk Creek, Bucks Lake, and at Chester, CA. In 1976, Brundage formed Bee
Bee Construction, Inc., and took in some partners to raise capital, including his daughter, Marilyn, his road
project leadman, Leon Terry, and Steven Christianson. Joe’s daughter, Marilyn, who had moved to Susanville in 1967 as the bookkeeper, eventually ran the business for her father.
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A Susan River
low bed with a
new 980 Caterpillar loader
prepares the
yard at Susanville.

Steve Brundage
photo

Brundage completed several large USFS road building
projects. Here one of his tractors works to nudge a
boulder out of the right-of-way. Steve Brundage photo

One of Brundage’s tractors helps load a scraper on a
USFS road building project.

Steve Brundage photo
After 1975,
Brundage supplied all the rock
for his Forest
Service road projects.

Steve Brundage
photo

Brundage’s old Covelo side rod and master cat-skinner, Percy Layton, had ventured off to form his
own business with Lou Bassett, Short Creek Logging Co., after Brundage sold the Covelo operation to Jack
Campbell in 1966. Bassett was killed in a tragic accident at the Covelo sawmill, but Layton continued in the
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road construction and logging business. Percy’s first job was a huge project for Frank Crawford on the USFS
at Etsel Ridge. Percy rebuilt the Mexico Ridge Road, and then constructed ten miles of main haul road to
Grizzly Flat, 15 miles of spur roads, and logged 35 million board feet of timber. Percy was recognized for
developing a pre-load system, allowing him to more efficiently use his trucks on long hauls. Percy then
moved west into the Noyo River basin logging and building road in Hayworth Creek, including constructing
a difficult route up to Sherwood Road that is still referred to as the Ho Chi Minh Trail. From there, Percy
moved into Big River, with Dick Bozarth as his side-rod. Layton was experiencing financial difficulties and
ended up losing most of his equipment in bankruptcy. Not all was lost, as Percy moved to Placerville, CA in
1975 and formed a business with Joe Brundage called Union Pine Logging Company. Joe supplied most of
the equipment at the start, 966 loader, grapple Cat, dozer Cat, skidder and later a PSY 200 yarder. Brundage’s Susan river Transportation did all the trucking for Union Pine, and all the bookkeeping was done at the

A Percy Layton Peterbilt receives a load of logs at
a Covelo landing on the USFS.

Percy Layton purchased a Lorain for loading logs
when he went out on his own between 1960 and
1964.
Don McNeal photo

Pete Bernard photo

Brundage office in Susanville. Layton logged around 25 million board feet/year , mostly for MichiganCalifornia Lumber Company at Camino, CA.
In 1978, the Western Pacific Railroad, which owned hundreds of acres of gold mining tailings near
Oroville, wanted to develop the area into an industrial park. An acquaintance of Brundage, Spence Robinson,
had a contract to make rock at the site. Joe spent two winters crushing the tailings at Oroville, while continuing with his road jobs and local crushing during the summer.
Joe hired Ralph Conway, who had been in the rock crushing business in Susanville. Ralph had rock
crushing experience, an uncanny knack for discovering rock sources when all others failed, but above all,
was an effective salesman. Brundage opened a commercial rock crushing plant on the Truckee River, 15
miles east of Sparks, NV. This plant used river run rock, and offered sand and gravel to concrete companies
in the greater Reno-Sparks area.
The Southern Pacific Railroad had heard about Brundage’s rock crushing project on the Western Pacific Railroad at Oroville. In 1979, the SP approached Brundage about producing 300,000 tons ob ballast
rock on the Humboldt River near Carlin, NV, between Elko and Battle Mountain on the SP mainline. Brundage successfully completed the project, and established himself with the SP as a capable and reliable operator.
The Southern Pacific wanted desperately to establish a rock source in New Mexico. For years, the
Santa Fe and the Southern Pacific had both failed to find an adequate rock source in New Mexico, bringing
ballast from the nearest sources in Douglas, Arizona, or El Paso, Texas. Southern Pacific’s push for material
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was the direct result of its acquisition of the former Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad line from
Tucumcari, NM, to St. Louis and Kansas City. For many years, the Southern Pacific and the Rock Island
had jointly operated the Golden State Route, with trains running from Chicago-Rock Island-Kansas CityTucumcari on the Rock Island, and then continuing on the Southern Pacific to Los Angeles. A rock Island
train from St. Louis connected with the Chicago-LA train at Kansas City. This arrangement had allowed the
SP to defeat the Union Pacific’s and Santa Fe’s stranglehold on rail traffic between California and the nation’s rail hub of Chicago. The St. Louis Southwestern Railroad, an Sp controlled company better known as
the Cotton Belt, took over control of the St. Louis-Kansas City-Tucumcari route in May, 1980. The track
bed was suffering from the neglect of the 10 years that the Rock Island spent in federal bankruptcy court,
(continued page 33)
Brundage’s commercial sand and
gravel plant east of
Sparks, NV, operated from 19781986.

Steve Brundage photo

Brundage processed 300.000
tons of ballast for
the Southern Pacific at Carlin,
NV, between
Elko and Battle
Mountain.

Marilyn Brundage
Cooley photo
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and the SP scrambled to find ballast to be eligible for federal low-interest loans for rehabilitation.
Ralph Conway was dispatched to New Mexico in search of a rock source. While driving near Encino, NM, he noticed a small pile of base rock at a highway maintenance yard. After determining the rock
had superior ballast characteristics, he found that the rock had come from a small, local pit located on the
McLaughlin Ranch. Brundage signed a contract with the McLaughlin Ranch, and was crushing rock in December, 1980. While the Santa Fe was convinced all the rock in New Mexico was sandstone, the Brundage
pit was located within one mile of their mainline track at Encino.

Drilling rock preparing for blasting at Encino, New
Mexico.
Mollie Terry photo

A Brundage D-9 rips rock at Encino, New Mexico.

Mollie Terry photo

While the Santa Fe mainline was adjacent to the rock plant at Encino, the nearest point on the
Southern Pacific line from El Paso, TX to Tucumcari, NM was at Vaughn, NM. Brundage ordered seven
new belly dump trailers to haul the rock 14 miles to the Southern Pacific siding at Vaughn. He also brought
four of the newer Susan River Transportation Kenworths with him to New Mexico. Earl Robinson, the purchasing agent for the Santa Fe, declared Brundage’s rock prices were too high, and refused to purchase material. This all changed shortly thereafter when the floods of January, 1981 washed out major portions of the
Santa Fe track in the southwest. In the first full year of operation at Encino, NM, Brundage delivered
1,200,000 tons of ballast to the Southern Pacific for the Rock Island project, and another 600,000 tons of
ballast to the Santa Fe for their flood repair. The Santa Fe material was initially trucked nine miles to a siding for loading, before the Santa Fe constructed a siding at the Encino plant. Production at the plant eventually leveled off at 200,00 tons for the Santa Fe and 800,000 tons for the Southern Pacific. Brundage’s New
Mexico business operated under the name of Rock Products, Inc., with the business headquarters remaining
in Susanville, CA. The company employed 150 people in New Mexico, with about 60 people per shift for
the two-shift operation.
With the demonstration of success and productivity in New Mexico, the Southern Pacific then asked
Brundage to open another ballast operation near Uvalde, TX, in 1982. Ralph Conway was again dispatched
to locate suitable material, which he located about 15 miles west of Uvalde on the Davenport Ranch.
Uvalde was located on the Southern Pacific mainline from Los Angeles and New Orleans, between Del Rio
and San Antonio, TX, and its biggest claim to fame was the recognition of being the Honey Capital of the
United States. The Texas plant produced between 400,000 and 500,000 tons of ballast annually for the
Southern Pacific, and proved to be a much more economical material than the abrasive New Mexico product. The Texas business operated as Rock Products of Texas, Inc.
Brundage and Ralph Conway continued to explore rock sources for the Southern Pacific and were
actively developing plans for an additional pit west of Gila Bend in Arizona when the Brundage rock operations were purchased in the spring, 1986 by a consortium of four businessmen. The group included Garrett
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Quintana, Lee Brown, Ed Powell and Ralph Conway. The purchase included the two railroad ballast plants
at Encino, NM and Uvalde, TX. At the time of the sale, the Brundage plants were the largest supplier of
ballast rock to the Southern Pacific and the Santa Fe in the United States. Some of Brundage’s men, including Leon Terry, stayed on to help the consortium develop the Arizona location after the purchase. The
group sold the operations to the Santa Fe Railroad four years later.
A line of loaded
Santa Fe ballast
cars disappears
in the distance.
The Santa Fe
purchased
600,000 tons of
ballast from the
Encino, NM
plant to repair
flood damage in
1981.

Mollie Terry photo

Brundage retained the commercial plant near Sparks, which he shut down in 1986 and completed
the required remediation work in 1987. After the Sparks plant was closed, Joe returned to Redding where he
and Mary built a new house. Retirement was busy, managing investments, motorhome trips and fishing expeditions being the favorite activity. Joe battled cancer for the last years of his life and passed away in August, 1992. Mary continued to live in Redding until she passed away in 2004.
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NEW ACQUISITIONS
MURRAY IRON WORKS CORLISS STEAM ENGINE
One of the newest jewels in the Roots collection is the Murray Iron Works Corliss steam engine.
Murray Iron Works of Burlington, Iowa produced some of the largest Corliss engines ever built. The smallest version, the Murray Minor, was purchased by many Engineering schools as a teaching aide. The Roots
Corliss was installed at the Oregon State University School of Engineering at Corvallis, OR. It was later
purchased from the University by Clyde Schurman of Woodland, Washington. Clyde passed away in 2006,
and the engine was purchased at Clyde Schurman’s estate auction in August, 2007 by Chris Baldo and donated to Roots of Motive Power.

Above - Oregon State University steam laboratory at
Corvallis, OR. Governor of the Corliss can be seen at the
back corner of the lab.
Right - Oregon State University students ponder the
intricate workings of the Murray Corliss steam engine at
the steam lab in Corvallis, OR

Oregon State University photos

Jim Bruggere (L) and
Duncan Neff roll the
Corliss engine into position in the Roots Engine
House, next to the Bluestone Mining Heisler #1

Bobbie Yokum photo
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BRINGING THE BEAST BACK TO LIFE
BY BRUCE EVANS
The early history of Mendocino County is deeply entrenched in the magnificent forests that bless the
land, and in the efforts to bring these forests to the mills and to the businesses and people that built California. Logging by any means has always been at the forefront of the economic activity of the area, but it was
the railroads that made the industry prosper from the 1870s until trucks would take over well into the 20th
century.
This is the story of a locomotive that served well in the Mendocino County timber industry; of its
inglorious demise, and of the endeavor to return it to some semblance of its former identity. It’s an epilogue
turned into a rebirth, thanks to the foresight of individuals who value our history, and the efforts of many to
save this remnant of a once-great commerce for the awe and appreciation of admirers young and old.
But this is also the story of the company that manufactured this locomotive, and how this breed
came to be. So our story starts there.
BALDWIN BUILDS LOCOMOTIVES
The Baldwin Locomotive Works was the premier producers of steam locomotives for nearly a century and a half, starting with the earliest advent of American railroading back in 1828. But when the writing
on the wall for steam power started showing up in the 1920s, they were eclipsed by two companies that
would become the major producers: Electro-Motive Corporation (EMC) and American Locomotive Company (Alco).
While Baldwin “tinkered with diesel power around 1925, they wouldn’t get serious about diesel locomotives until the late 1930s. The bulk of their diesel locomotives would be produced in a narrow 15-year
period encompassing the 1940s and 1950s.
Meanwhile, EMD (re-named when EMC was purchased by the Electro-Motive Division of General
Motors) and Alco were putting thousands of diesels into service on the nations railroads. These ranged from
the early streamline Zephyrs to the FT that finally broke the back of the steam locomotive. The introduction
of the relatively maintenance-free diesels, including switchers, sleek passenger power, and multiple-unit
freight sets, put the red board up against steam power and would put it on the side track forever.
Baldwin fought for market share against EMD and Alco by manufacturing unusual and interesting
diesels such as the powerful 24-wheel “Centipede” and the speed-inspired “Sharknose.” They produced locomotives that were fairly successful in the switcher market, but experienced failure in providing a marketable multi-unit engine to compete with EMD’s F series or Alco’s FA and PA series out on the mainline.
During the late 1930s, Baldwin developed a new series of prime movers (the main engine that powers the
generator in a diesel-electric locomotive) which would replace their earlier De La Vergne engines. The
hope was that this new VO-series engine would be the selling point that would steal purchases away from
other producers. But EMD’s 567 and Alco’s 539 were out ahead of Baldwin, and its VO had design problems. Because of wartime constraints of the early 1940s placed by the War Production Board, Baldwin was
not permitted to correct these problems until 1946. Finally, in 1946 Baldwin released its new 600-series engines. While they proved better than the VO, it was too late to play catch-up with EMD and Alco. Baldwin’s steam engines were legendary, and while they would produce 3,208 diesel and electric locomotives,
they could never compete with the likes of EMD’s GPs and Alco’s FAs in the diesel arena.
The 600-series Baldwin prime movers started out with a 1500 horsepower (HP) or 1000 HP straighteight cylinder engine in both Supercharge (SC) or normally-aspirated (NA) versions. (Baldwin stayed with
in-line blocks, while EMD produced theirs as a “V” configuration.) A few months later, in May, Baldwin
released its first six-cylinder 600-series block, again in both the SC and NA versions. The eight-cylinder
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blocks were the 608 line, and the six-cylinder blocks were the 606 line. With the advent of the 600-series
engines, Baldwin designated its locomotives with a system that indicated the use (DS for a diesel switcher,
DRS for diesel road switcher, AS for all service, etc.), the axles and powered axles, and the horsepower. An
example of this system spelled out looked like this: DS-4-4-1000. This is the designation applied to CWR
#53, and indicates it to be a diesel switcher with four axels, all powered, and of 1000 HP. One would have
to look elsewhere to determine which prime mover was housed under the hood.
Prime movers are the part that turns the generators, and while all the builders would construct their
own engines, most would go outside for the mass of electrical components that put the power to the rail.
Alco partnered with General electric (who later started producing locomotives on their own); Baldwin went
with Westinghouse; EMD designed and utilized their own components.
CALIFORNIA WESTERN RAILROAD BUYS DIESELS
The California Western Railroad (CWR) started life in 1885 as the Fort Bragg Railroad. Created by
Charles Johnson in support of his Fort Bragg Lumber Company, the railroad was used to move logs to the
mill as well as lumber around the huge Fort Bragg property. It would become the Union Lumber Company
in 1893, and in 1905 the rail holdings would become the California Western Railroad and Navigation Company. (Ironically, CWR never rostered any ships, but the Union Lumber Company did maintain shipping
activity prior to the Willits rail connection through its National Steamship Company.)
The company moved east rapidly, first acquiring the holdings and track of the Pudding Creek Lumber Company in 1891, and then the Glen Blair Lumber Company. By 1905, they were heading east from
Alpine toward a meet with the rail connection of the Northwestern Pacific Railroad, which had arrived in
Willits in 1902. As they moved east, they hauled logs to the huge mill in Fort Bragg as they continued to
use up the timber nearer to the coast. All of this activity necessitated ever-increasing rail equipment - locomotives, and freight and passenger cars. Over its life, the railroad would roster 39 steam and diesel locomotives and rail buses. Of these, the greater majority would come from Baldwin, including 17 steam and seven
diesel locomotives.
The steam locomotives would hold sway until the early 1950s. The company’s first diesels were
purchased in 1949, with Nos. 51 and 52 arriving directly from Baldwin. These locomotives proved so

The sum of CWR’s big diesel power in 1958 basks in the sun at the Fort Bragg Shops. At this time, #53 had been
with its new owner for only two years.
Ed Freitas photo; FB-MCHS collection
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convenient, powerful and appropriate for the operations and terrain that by 1952 the last six steamers were
off the property. (The only steam power to remain was #14, sold to Bert Rudolph in 1956, and presently
awaiting restoration at Roots.)
The early 1950s would see Baldwin’s 51 and 52 holding sown the freight duties and some of the
passenger traffic, with the road’s three rail buses; M-80, M-101, M-200 being the primary handlers of ticket holders. It wasn’t until the early post-war years of the late 1940s that sightseers truly found the CWR
and came in numbers that would tax the railroads resources. As both passenger and freight traffic increased, the road saw the need for more power and Baldwin #53 arrived in 1956. After a short life with the
U.S. Army Corps of engineers, it went to dealer Pan American Engineering Company, from whom the
CWR would purchase it. Four more Baldwins would follow over the next 14 years, before the railroad,
now under the management of Kyle Railways, would purchase first Alcos, then EMDs.
The eastward trek on the CWR is relatively benign, until around Shake City, gaining only a few
hundred feet in elevation. But there, 26.7 miles from Fort Bragg, it starts a tortuous climb with grades of
over 3-1/2 percent (most railroads try to hold grades to 1-2 percent or less), and an ascent of 1200 feet in
eight and a half miles - a mile and a half as the crow flies. To master this elevation change, the railroad
incorporated a pair of tactics. The first was the use of multiple locomotives, connecting together as many
as four (but typically three) to make the climb. The second part of the scheme was “doubling.” This process consists of cutting the train in half (done at Shake City or Burbeck) and taking the first half of the
train (a maximum of 14 loads of lumber plus 1 or 2 empties) up the hill to Summit. At the top of the hill,
just east of Tunnel 2, this section of the train would be parked on a siding. The caboose was cut off just
before topping the grade, and would be reconnected to the locomotives. The engines and caboose would
go back down the hill west to pick up the remainder of the train, and upon arriving a second time on the
east side of the peak would reassemble the whole train and proceed on to Willits.
This procedure generally worked, except on January 14, 1970. Engines 51, 52 and 54 had brought
the first half of their train to Summit and cut off from it in preparation for going back after the remainder
of their train left at Shake City. The locomotives were sitting on the mainline while the crew set hand
brakes on the cars, and either the locomotive brakes failed or bled off. Regardless, the three diesels became runaways, heading downhill toward Willits at up to 60 miles per hour. They got only a mile before

Locomotive 53 assists in taking on water at Fort Bragg prior to the departure of a work train.

Ed Freitas photo; FB-MCHS collection
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Leaning over a sharp curve and derailing. With their locomotive fleet suddenly decimated, the railroad
found themselves with only one diesel left, N0. 53. It had been in the shop in Fort Bragg for service, and
thus escaped the debacle at Summit. The sad duty of hauling out the rescue train to retrieve the mangled
remains of its brethren and for track repair fell to 53. Shortly (that same year) more Baldwins would arrive
to fill the gap, in the form of S-12 # 57 from the SP and RS-12’s # 55 and 56 from the McCloud Railroad.
BALDWIN 53 RETIRES
At 1,000 HP, #53 was no competition for 55 and 56, which boasted 1,200 HP. In 1979, even more
powerful locomotives would arrive, the first bearing the Alco logo, when RS-11s 61, 62, and 63 (ex SP locomotives) arrived with 1,800 HP under the hood. Number 53 managed to hang on until 1985, but only by
stealing parts from the remains of the 1970 wreck and from #57. It suffered from some electrical problems,
including a traction motor issue that remains to this day. Both 53 and 75 were placed out of service in 1982,
and CWR would never use them again.
Both 53 and 57 were put up for sale, and an inquiry on #53 had been made by the Oakland Terminal
Railroad. At this time, the only CWR Baldwins remaining in service were RS-12s 55 and 56, with the Alco

After three decades of service to the CWR, #53 sits forlornly outside the CWR Fort Bragg shops on New years
Day, 1981.
Bruce Evans photo

CWR Baldwins 53 and 57 have been moved out of the way and occupy a place with the weeds on the stub of the
old Ten Mile Branch on June 16, 1982.
Bruce Evans photo
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RS-11s being the primary freight haulers. Alcos became the daily power for mixed trains, with Baldwins 55
and 56 filling in on occasion. But 53 became surplus and the railroad proposed to scrap it in the early
1980s. That it was permitted to sit derelict for five years is amazing. This news came to John Bradley of
Laytonville, who deemed the locomotive of sufficient value to purchase it in November, 1984. Bradley’s
plan was to get it repaired so that it could be utilized on work trains for the Eureka Southern Railroad between Willits and Eureka. No. 57 went along in the deal.
Part of the sales agreement was that Bradley could use the CWR’s shops and equipment to get 53
running prior to its leaving Fort Bragg. He was given a month, (and three Hispanic workers), during which
time he swapped both trucks with those under #57, and replaced two head gaskets in 53’s prime mover. In
late January, 1985, CWR moved 53 and 57 to Willits in a mixed train led by Alco’s RS-11s 63, 61, 62
(running in that order - the complete consist was 63-61-62-57-53.) Mr. Bradley used #53 briefly in the Willits yard to switch cars for the Eureka Southern Daylight. No 57, previously cannibalized for parts, would
never run again. No 57’s carcass sat with 53 on Sage Spur at Willits Redwood for years, and in December,
2007, its remains were finally cut up and hauled off for scrap. Only its two trucks and small parts remain.
When eureka Southern filed for bankruptcy, Mr. Bradley determined to scrap the two Baldwins, but
that action was delayed when Chris Baldo, part owner of Willits Redwood company, stepped in and purchased the two locomotives in 1993.After being moved to Sage Spur along the CWR tracks west of Willits,
the Baldwins started a hibernation that would last for a dozen years. The fluids were drained, the windows
boarded up and the doors welded shut.

Baldwins 53 and 57 are in the company of CWR’s Alcos for the last time as they are delivered to Willits in a
mixed train. The date may be lost to history, but it is believed to be January 26, 1985.
Bruce Evans photo
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A NEW HOME, AND NEW HOPE
An opportunity presented itself in October, 2005 when Alco S-3 # 600 arrived from the Simpson
Timber Company of Shelton, WA. At 99 tons, the Alco required a monstrous 13-axle tractor-trailer rig for
the move. Trumping #600 at over 235,000 pounds, the chance to move #53 while the rig was in town was
too good to pass up. California Western stepped into the picture once again, to move its long lost sister
from its decade-long storage site to a location where it could be loaded onto the tractor-trailer. The venue
would be the former Seaside Industries/Little Lake property. Permission was received, and in midSeptember, CWR Engineer Jim Baskin and Conductor Bruce Evans used CWR GP9 #64 to pull 53 off the
siding at Sage and back onto CWR rails. Bruce had performed some duties to prepare for the move, primarily lubricating the axles and traction motor gears for the short ride to the NWP yard. The Baldwin was
gingerly handled over the now fragile track of the inactive NWP, and was spotted on a spur - behind fencing - on the former Little Lake Industries property.
On October 10, 2005, an entourage led Simpson 6oo through town and into the loading track at
Roots. The next day, two heavy-duty cranes operated by Bill Daniels and son were positioned and hauled
#600 clear of the trailer and onto Roots track. The cranes and truck trailer then moved over to #53, lifting
it off its trucks and onto the trailer. The locomotive trucks preceded the locomotive itself, and were in position for re-assembly when the locomotive arrived. The move was a success, and 53 occupies a new storage site on Roots RIP track. Too many other projects would superceded any work on 53, and it would sit
neglected for awhile longer.

The long shadows testify to a lengthy day of moving locomotives as 53’s hundred tons hang precariously over the
tractor-trailer.
Bruce Evans photo
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TO BRING A BEAST TO LIFE
In early 2007, John Bradley torched the welds on the doors of 53 with the plan that restoration work
would start. But the locomotive continued to languish on the RIP track, and it wasn’t until October that
work finally started to re-connect the traction motor leads. When the locomotive was moved, Chris Roediger had disconnected the leads to the traction motors at terminals designed for this purpose. These leads—
four to each motor for a total of 16 leads, are like fighting an anaconda. At an inch across and filled with
braided copper, they bend like a frozen garden hose. Add to this that they need to be placed in order in
wood blocks that hold them away from the frame, and you have a challenge, to say the least. But the frosting on the cake is that this work has to be done in a very constricted space under the locomotive - a contortionist would feel right at home. Fortunately, Wes Brubacher saw the struggle with these snakes and offered
his help. We soon found that using a long bar to hold up the cables and blocks during the process really
helped. This was definitely not a two-handed job. It took a month to finally get all the leads re-connected,
partly due to a delay when the insulation on the No. 1 leads, which came out of a pocket on the frame,
crumbled and fell off in pieces. The only solution was to use some industrial-strength shrink tube to provide
protection for the now-exposed leads.
While all this was going on, other plans were in the making. John Bradley had created a list of items
that would need attention before the engine could be re-started. As the locomotive was examined, a reassessment of needs was made, and the list revised. A plan was loosely formulated on the order in which
the work would take place. Starting the engine was determined to be the initial goal. If any major problems
had occurred during storage, and the engine would not run, any further work would likely be futile. However, starting the engine proved problematic. Many things needed to be done first; wire the pre-lube pump,
check relay contacts, refill fluids and check for leaks, clean commutator brushes, assure a decent set of batteries in place, and much more. Batteries were the first matter of concern after the traction motor leads.
John had purchased 53’s batteries used from a scrap dealer in Richmond, CA, and while they were in good
condition and had worked when installed, they had sat idle for 10 years. This coupled with their manufacturing date of 1977 placed their viability in doubt. The intent was not to use the batteries to turn the engine
over during the initial start, but rather to carry the charging load and operate the relays once the engine
started. The selected method for turning the engine would be to jump from a welder or Simpson 600.
Jerry Moore stepped in to analyze the batteries, determining that they all held a token charge and
would all likely take at least a surface charge. Whether they would hold enough of a charge to take a load
was doubtful. One had missing caps on a pair of cells, which was determined to be beyond help. Fortunately, on a parts gathering mission on the November 18th work day, a battery was found which at least gave us
a set of eight 8-volt batteries, but these things assume the portions of a large suitcase and weigh 400 pounds
each. All this is necessary to provide the 426 amp hours each which will turn the main generator - the
“starter” for the prime mover. One thing leads to another, and with the batteries removed from their boxes
on each side of the locomotive, the next step was to service those boxes. This consisted of removing the rotten wood spacers, scraping years of scale and rust away, and applying new paint and wood. But without the
engine running (there was no reason why it shouldn’t) it didn’t make sense to dump thousands of dollars
into the work that would restore the locomotive to working condition. This might include a complete set of
batteries (around $3,500), rebuilding or replacement of the auxiliary generator ($2,500) and - for sure - a
paint job to put a halt to the rust that was rapidly eating away at 53’s carcass.
RESTORATION AND RENEWAL
This brings our story to the present. Every winter, Roots policy is to park its diesel locomotives on
the Museum spur - the highest point on the track outside the Engine House. This is to prevent the traction
motors from getting submerged in the event of flooding. Were this to happen, it could be catastrophic, and
the motors would have to be removed and changed or re-built. Sure enough, in January 2008, Roots was
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subjected to flooding that had Troy James retrieving items with the aid of his kayak The diesels remained
high and dry. Of course, high and dry also means that it is not as convenient for restoration work and
maintenance. With the rains, work slows down, and we accept high and dry over ruined traction motors.
The little work that got done in early 2008 was the installation of a load meter by John Bradley, and the
start of wiring for the pre-lube oil pump by Bruce Evans. As weather permitted, the air compressor was
drained and the battery boxes were cleaned and sealed.
John Bradley has a pretty good idea of what needs to be done to get the locomotive running again,
and he has prepared a lengthy list to help guide us through the process. This list was modified, and now
contains 55 items - there is surely more that we haven’t thought of. Many of these items are cosmetic, but
probably half are necessary to actually get the thing moving on its own. As the work progresses, we will
keep you informed, and hopefully, in the next Highline we will be able to report that the prime mover is
once again operating.

After a change of owners, and helping out with the Eureka Southern, #53 once again sits awaiting a new life. In
August, 1995, the locomotive is parked outside Little Lake Industries in Willits. John Bradley photo

VOLUNTEERS RUN THIS TRAIN
Such a restoration is a major undertaking for Roots. With so many pieces of equipment needing the
same care and concern, and with so few people to do this patient and dirty work, these projects can rake
months if not years. With a locomotive of the complexity of #53 and in need of so much work, who knows
how long it could take. Roots is a resilient organization, and if nothing else, has the funding, tenacity, and
support of its board, officers and members. The only thing lacking is people, time and good weather. The
good weather will come, we will make the time - but you need to make the effort to get out and help.
We need diesel mechanics, electricians, scrapers and painters, and just plain gofers and grunts.
Work days are the first and third Sundays of each month. We will try to be there - tools and list in hand just to get this beast back to life.
We’ve set up a loosely organized E-mailing list of those who have shown an interest in this project
so far. If you’d like to be a part of this project and help out, get on the Email notification list by letting us
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know: roots@co.mendocino.ca.us. Then make the effort to join us on work days and help bring the beast
back to life.
CWR #53 STATISTICS( As built, unless otherwise noted)
Manufacturer: Baldwin Locomotive Works, Eddystone, PA
Built For: U.S. Government; #W8380
Model: DS-4-4-1000
Build Date: July 19, 1949; shipped July 22, 1949
Serial Number: 74193
Weight: 235,000 lbs.*
Horsepower: 1,000
Engine: 606SC turbocharged; S/N 5333
Fuel Injection: Bosch
Turbocharger: Alco Buchi 2699
Main Generator: Westinghouse 480F;12S11G714
Engine Governor: Woodward UG-8L
Auxiliary Generator: Westinghouse YG-42-B; S/N 137S13G291
Air Compressor: Westinghouse 3-C-D; S/N 233426
Driving Wheels: 40”
Traction Motors: Westinghouse 362D
Tractive Effort: 58,750 **
Acquired by CWR 1956 from Pan-American Engineering Co.
* CWR added water tanks which would increase weight
** Weight of tanks and water would change Tractive effort
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